2.4 Now You Will Be Gone!

By Reece Cordy and James Papa

Doc and Marty disappear. You look around. The rain tells you that it’s Tuesday. “Damn it,” you shout, “I was just about to hear the third clue!”

Your black eye is stinging and you’re exhausted. You sit down at the cafe and pull one of Hermione’s crosswords out of your pocket. You order another coffee. It arrives promptly. You sit in the shelter of one of the umbrellas. You sip your hot coffee and enjoy the crossword. Maybe this isn’t so bad.

“Ah,” you think, “finally a moment to relax.” The Device disagrees.

2. Spanish capital for Australianism is good for stalking
3. Cutlery assortment to liberate
4. Affirmative at broken corn cereal
5. Mill the land for crops
6. Aluminium bloodshed!
7. Vegetarians dislike satire with sting
8. Broken coral ridge to frustrated ire
9. Sounds like join of an understudy
10. Flora professional heard adolescent
11. Element short of hot drink in vitamins, lack thereof?
12. Lamina flow the result of multiplication